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Fanning the Flames 



Forest Fire 

It is also called wildfire, bush or vegetation fire.  

It is any uncontrolled burning of plants in a natural setting such as a 

forest, grassland which consumes the natural fuels and spreads 

based on wind, topography. 

These can be incited by human actions, such as land clearing, 

extreme drought or in rare cases by lightning.  

Three conditions needed for a wildfire: fuel, oxygen, and a heat 

source.  
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Climate Change and Forest Fire 

Climate change increases the frequency and severity of fire weather 

around the world.  

Fire weather is a combination of conditions that set the stage for the 

rapid spread of wildfires: High temperature, Low Relative humidity, 

and Strong sustained winds (> 20 mph) 

Increased fire weather from climate change amplifies fire risk where 

fuels remain available. 

Climate change is causing wild fires in the most unlikely places. In 

Siberia, the peat bogs (a kind of frozen wetland) are on fire this 

year. The fire is moving up north of the Arctic Circle to the 

formerly fire tolerant Tundra. 
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What is the Concern? 

Forest fires have become an issue of global concern.  

In many countries, wildfires are burning larger areas, and fire 

weather are growing longer due to global warming.  

Australia recently battled its largest bushfire on record, while parts 

of the Arctic, the Amazon and central Asia have also experienced 

unusually severe fires. Wildfires in Western USA (California) are 

another example. 

In June, Siberia lost nine million hectares of forest, an area the size 

of Portugal. The Arctic has warmed, with Verkhoyansk, a town in 

Siberia, recording 38°C, which is 18°C above the normal. 
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What is the Concern? 

According to a study published in Nature Geoscience, the region is 

drying up and becoming more arid, exposing the moss, grass, 

dwarf shrubs which are catching fire.  

This is worrying as the permafrost soils contain 1,600 billion tonnes 

of organic carbon, about twice the amount currently contained in 

the atmosphere. 

Globally, forest fires release billions of tons of CO2 into the 

atmosphere, while thousands of people are believed to die due to 

illnesses caused by exposure to smoke from forest fires. 

Forest fires destroy the flora and fauna in the effected area and 

livelihood of people dependent on the forest resources. 
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What is the Concern? 

Despite enough evidence that links climate change to forest fires, 

political leaders from the most vulnerable countries continue to 

live in denial. 

Amidst record breaking wildfires in California, US President said,    

“It will start getting cooler. You just watch”, blaming local 

administration for poor management. 

Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro has time and again denied the 

existence of wildfires in the Amazon rainforest, despite data by his 

own government suggesting otherwise. 
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Forest Fire in India 

The dry deciduous 

forests in central and 

southern India face 5 

to 6 months of dry 

period and are 

vulnerable to fires.  

A major reason for 

forest fires in north-

east India is slash-

and-burn cultivation. 
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Forest Fire in India 

In the past three years (2017-19), the country on an average 

recorded nearly 35,000 forest fire incidents. This year, close to 

21,000 forest fire incidents have been reported so far, as per the 

government’s Forest Fire Alert System.  

As per MoEFCC data analysis for 2003-2016, a 1°C increase in mean 

monthly temperature can raise the odds of fire by 12 per cent. 

The analysis also shows that a marginal increase in precipitation or 

wet days in previous months without higher rainfall during the 

current month also increases the chances of a fire. 
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Way Forward 

The science linking climate change to the increase in global forest 

fires is clear.  

World leaders need to put aside their self-serving, science denying 

politics and spearhead climate smart policies.  

Their leadership is required to build a low-carbon world.  

Meanwhile, effective forest management policies, with early 

warning systems should be encouraged everywhere in the world, 

in order to save our ecosystem. 
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In Search of Immunity 



Introduction 

Immunity is said to have played a key role for millions of people 

worldwide who have made it through the novel coronavirus 

disease (Covid-19). 

But unlike common perception, ‘Immunity’ has become the most 

abused word in the recent months. 

In September, the Union Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers 

launched eight immunity-boosting products under the Pradhan 

Mantri Bhartiya Janaushadhi Priyojana (PMBJP), a campaign to 

provide medicines at affordable prices to the masses. 

Fortified with several vitamins and micronutrients, these products 

are now available for sale through PMBJP stores. 
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Introduction 

The market remains flooded with everything from 

pills and Ayurvedic formulations to super-foods 

and wellness products that claim to boost one’s 
immunity during the pandemic. 

Industry estimates show global market of 

immunity boosting food products is set to grow 

from US $16.31 billion in 2019 to $24.02 billion in 

2023. 

The Drug Controller General of India has sent 

notices to various companies calling their claims 

“misleading”. 
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Immune System 

The immune system is a complex network of cells and proteins that 

defends the body against infection. 

Immune system’s task is to distinguish between “self” and “non-

self” and defend the body by eliminating organisms that can cause 

infection.  

For this, it depends on a variety of organs, tissues, cells and proteins 

spread throughout the body and is continually in action. 

There are two major types of immunity:  

Innate Immunity or Natural or Non-specific Immunity.  

Acquired Immunity or Adaptive Immunity. 
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Innate Immunity 

Innate immune system is the first line of defence against any 

incoming threat and consists of physical barriers like skin, mucous 

layer of the digestive tract, and white blood cells. 

They are constantly on the lookout for foreign antigens, which are 

typically proteins on the surface of the invading bacteria or 

viruses. 

Phagocytes in white blood cells simply swallow up the pathogens 

within minutes of getting alerted about an intrusion. 

But most of the pathogens that cause serious infections in humans, 

particularly, mutating viruses, suppress the innate immune 

response. 
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Acquired Immunity 

If incapable, the innate immune system sends messengers to 

summon the adaptive immune system, which joins the war with 

its specialised forces — B cells and T cells.  

Over the next few days B cells make immunoglobulins (Ig), or 

antibodies specific for the antigen.  These antibodies neutralise 

the pathogen by binding to its antigen. 

For those pathogens that have already invaded the host cells, the 

cytotoxic T cells neutralise the pathogen by directly destroying 

infected cells where the pathogen is multiplying. 

Some of the B and T cells develop memory—which can persist for 

decades or even for a lifetime. 
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The moment of Truth 

Before a person becomes sick, a clinician cannot tell who will have a 

better response to an infection. 

No amount of supplements can train the cells how to fight off a 

pathogen. Rather, excessive consumption of supplements can 

make you sick..!! 

Many pathogens do not elicit a strong immune response, and thus 

do not leave behind much of a memory. This makes us vulnerable 

to re-infection. Even vaccines against such viruses require regular 

booster shots to maintain immunity.  

Viruses are also quick to mutate and this makes immune memory 

against them useless. 
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Know your Immunity 



What needs to be done? 

Our understanding of the immune system is still in a nascent stage. 

There is a need to speed up the pace if we want to benefit from it. 

Till we have better understanding, we can support the immune 

system by eating balanced healthy food and by exercising. 

Using mask, sanitising hands and maintaining social distancing are 

the best way to avoid contracting the disease. 
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Loaded with Debt 



Introduction 

Food Corporation of India (FCI) is a Public Sector Undertaking, 

under the Department of Food & Public Distribution, Ministry of 

Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution. 

FCI manages procurement, storage and transportation of rice and 

wheat to states for distribution, mainly for the National Food 

Security Act, 2013 (NFSA). 

Around 810 million people get highly subsidised 5 kg of foodgrains 

per head per month under NFSA.  
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Introduction 

FCI has no income stream of its own, it depends on budgetary 

allocations of the Union government to meet its expenditure.  

The gap between Economic Cost—procurement, storage and 

transportation expenditure of FCI—and the Central Issue Price 

(CIP)—the price at which the Centre provides grain to states under 

NFSA—is the food subsidy.  

The food subsidy expenses—of FCI and states that follow the 

decentralised procurement planning method—are met through 

provisioning in the Union budget. 
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Debt Trap 

In budget 2019-20 the food subsidy allocation for FCI (Rs. 1.51 lakh 

crores) was reduced by Rs. 75000 crores. 

Though the 2020-21 Union budget has allocated Rs. 1,15,319 crore 

for food subsidy (Rs. 77,982 crore for FCI), the actual expenses 

have risen sharply as the government had been providing free 

foodgrains for all the beneficiaries under the Pradhan Mantri 

Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana, announced in April 2020, in addition to 

grains entitlement under NFSA. 

Food ministry officials say that the estimated food subsidy expenses 

would go up to Rs. 2.33 lakh crore in the current fiscal against the 

budget estimate of Rs. 1.15 lakh crore. 
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Debt Trap 

To address the mounting food subsidy arrears, FCI has been taking 

loans to finance its operations.  

In fact, the government itself has made provisions for FCI to raise 

loans from various sources like National Small Savings Fund 

(NSSF), Short Term Loans, Bonds, etc. 

It is an insurmountable debt trap. Outstanding dues to FCI 

continues to rise — estimated at Rs. 2.49 lakh crore and 

cumulative loans at Rs. 3.33 lakh crore at the end of 2019-20.  
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Annual rise in 
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Way Forward 

Shanta Kumar Committee on Restructuring  of FCI, in 2015 

recommended that FCI should help only those states where 

farmers suffer from distress sale at prices much below MSP, and 

which are dominated by small holdings, like eastern Uttar Pradesh, 

Bihar, West Bengal and Assam.  

To discourage farmers, especially in Punjab and Haryana, from 

growing paddy, the committee has recommended that pulses and 

oilseeds should be promoted in these states. 

Economic Survey 2019-20 – “while the interests of the vulnerable 

sections of the population need to be safeguarded, the economic 

rationale of increasing the CIPs also cannot be undermined.” 
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